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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY’S (U 338-E) IMPLEMENTATION 

PLANS FOR DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS A AND B   

 

Pursuant to the May 2, 2016 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling (1) Refining Integration 

Capacity and Locational Net Benefit Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; And (2) 

Authorizing Demonstration Projects A And B (“ACR”),1 Southern California Edison Company 

(“SCE”) respectfully submits its (1) Demonstration Project A Implementation Plan and (2) 

Demonstration Project B Implementation Plan, attached as Appendices A and B, respectively.   

                                                 

1  R.14-08-013, Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net 
Benefit Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; And (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A 
And B, May 2, 2016, Appendix A at p. 20 (“Project [Implementation] Plan [for Demonstration 
Project A] filed within 45 days of the date of this ruling”) & p. 37 (“Implementation Plan [for 
Demonstration Project B] filed within 45 days of this Ruling.”). 
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I. 

INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND  

REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION PLANS 

On August 20, 2014, the California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) 

initiated Rulemaking (R.)14-08-013 (“DRP OIR”) to establish policies, procedures, and rules to 

guide California investor-owned utilities (“Utilities”) in developing their Distribution Resource 

Plan (DRP) Proposals.  The Utilities were required to file individual DRPs by July 1, 2015 in 

compliance with California Public Utilities Code Section 769.  On February 6, 2015, the 

Commission issued an Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling, setting forth detailed guidance (“Final 

Guidance”) for Utilities to follow in their Section 769 compliance filing.  The Final Guidance 

directed the Utilities, among other requirements, to:  (a) develop a specification for a 

demonstration project (i.e., “Demo A”) where the Utilities’ Commission-approved Integration 

Capacity Analysis (“ICA”) methodology is applied to all line sections or nodes within a 

Distribution Planning Area (“DPA”) and (b) develop a specification for a demonstration project 

(i.e., “Demo B”) where the Utilities’ Commission-approved Locational Net Benefit Analysis 

(“LNBA”) methodology is performed for one DPA.  On July 1, 2015, SCE filed its DRP, which 

included proposals for Demo A and Demo B. 

On November 10, 2015, Commission staff convened a workshop on ICA methodologies 

and associated Demo A proposals. Following the ICA workshop, the Utilities produced an ICA 

workshop report. 

On January 8, 2016, the then-assigned Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) issued a ruling 

inviting pre-workshop comments and alternatives to LNBA methodologies.  Pre-LNBA 

workshop comments were filed and served on January 26, 2016.  Commission staff convened a 

workshop on the LNBA methodology and associated Demo B proposals on February 1, 2016.   

On February 18, 2016, the then-assigned ALJ issued a ruling inviting parties to offer 

comments on ICA methodologies, the ICA workshop report produced by the utilities, LNBA 
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methodologies, the LNBA workshop, and Demos A and B.  The parties were instructed to 

address specific questions relative to the ICA components and LNBA methodologies. The 

Utilities and other interested parties filed and served their responses on March 3, 2016. 

On May 2, 2016, the Assigned Commissioner issued the ACR, approving ICA and 

LNBA methodologies and requirements on an interim basis for use in Demos A  

and B.  The ACR also directed the Utilities to prepare implementation plans for their respective 

Demos A and B consistent with a series of prescriptive requirements for these demonstration 

projects that were outlined in Appendix A to the ACR.   

SCE’s implementation plan for Demo A is attached as Appendix A.  SCE’s 

implementation plan for Demo B is attached as Appendix B.  

II. 

CONCLUSION 

SCE respectfully submits these implementation plans pursuant to the requirements of the 

ACR.  

 

 
 ANNA J. VALDBERG 
 MATTHEW W. DWYER 
 CLAIRE E. TORCHIA 
 

                         /s/  Matthew W. Dwyer____________________ 
  By:   Matthew W. Dwyer 

    Senior Attorney for 
    SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON  
    COMPANY  

 2244 Walnut Grove Avenue 
 Post Office Box 800 
 Rosemead, California  91770 
 Telephone: (626) 302-6521 
 Facsimile: (626) 302-2610 
 E-mail: Matthew.Dwyer@sce.com  

Dated:  June 16, 2016 
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1 Summary
On August 14, 2014, the California’s Public Utility Commission (“Commission”) issued Rulemaking
(R.) 14 08 013 which established guidelines, rules, and procedures to direct California investor
owned electric utilities (“Utilities”) to develop their Distribution Resources Plan (“DRP”). On
February 6, 2015, the Commission issued Final Guidance1 for the public utilities in filing their DRP.
This guidance included a requirement for an IOU to develop a specification for a demonstration
project (“Demo A”) that performed the Commission approved Integration Capacity Analysis (“ICA”)
methodology to all line sections or nodes within a Distribution Planning Area (“DPA”).

On May 2, 2016, the Commission issued an Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling (ACR)2 (1) Refining
Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2)
Authorizing Demonstration Projects A And B. Pursuant to this ACR, Southern California Edison
(“SCE”) submits this implementation plan for Demonstration Project A (“Demo A”). In this
implementation plan, SCE describes how it addresses the nine components and meets the nine
functional requirements described in ACR and has organized the content in two chapters:

 Chapter 2 describes the scope of the Demo A including two DER scenarios to be studied
(functional requirement nine) and the selection of two DPAs.

 Chapter 3 presents the detailed implementation plan including details to meet the
requirements set forth in the ACR.

The Appendix to this implementation plan summarizes how all the Commission requirements are
addressed.

SCE’s project team will also coordinate with the ICA Working Group as directed to ensure Demo A
objectives are being met and adjusted as needed based on the ICA Working Group discussions and
recommendations.

1 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling on Guidance for Public Utilities Code Section 769 – Distribution Resource
Planning, (“Final Guidance”), February 6, 2015.
2 Assigned Commissioner's Ruling (1) Refining Integration Capacity And Locational Net Benefit Analysis
Methodologies And Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B (“ACR”), May 2, 2016. 
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2 Demo A Project Scope

2.1 DER Scenarios

The Final Guidance and ACR requires Demo A to demonstrate dynamic ICA using two DER
scenarios:

1) The DER capacity does not cause power to flow beyond the substation busbar, and
2) The DERs technical maximum capacity is considered irrespective of power flow toward

the transmission system (T&D interface).3

SCE will conduct each scenario in two different DPAs.

2.2 DPA Selections

Per the ACR, Demo A selects two DPAs that represent the range of physical and electrical conditions
within SCE’s distribution system.4 Further, Demo A performs the complete ICA methodology down
to the line section or node for all feeders within the selected DPAs.

The two DPAs that SCE selected are the Johanna and Rector DPAs. Figure 1 illustrates the DPAs’
geographic locations. The Johanna DPA is a dense urban area, while Rector DPA is a typical rural
service area. As shown in Table 1, the DPA selections cover a broad range of physical and electrical
characteristics encountered in SCE’s distribution system. The Johanna DPA is located in Orange
County and is part of the Preferred Resource Pilot (PRP) project. The Rector DPA is located in
Central Valley and is made up of residential, commercial, and agricultural load impacted by recent
drought conditions. The Rector DPA service area is more than six times the size of the Johanna
DPA, but has only about twice the customers and approximately 50% more of projected load. The
Johanna DPA serves a mixture of residential, commercial, and light Industrial loads.

3 Rulemaking 14 08 013, DRP Final Guidance p.6; ACR, Appendix A, at p. 4.
4 The requirement expanded from only one DPA required in the Final Guidance. 
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Figure 1 DPA Selections

Table 1 DPA Characteristics Overview
Johanna DPA Rector DPA

Substations Johanna 66/12, Camden 66/12, and
Fairview 66/12

Goshen 66/12, Hanford 66/12, Mascot
66/12, Octol 66/12, and Tulare 66/12

Area Orange County Central Valley
Service Area Size 18 mi2 120 mi2

No. Feeders 31 49
No. Customers 25,100 49,700
2016 Projected Load 217 MVA 314 MVA
No. Service transformers 2,375 9,617
Load types Mixture of residential, commercial,

and light Industrial loads
Mixture of residential and
commercial, with significant
agricultural loads

Special Notes: Within PRP region Load growth driven by drought
conditions

Rural DPA 

Urban 
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3 Demo A Implementation Plan
Requirements

Appendix A of the ACR states that the Demo A Implementation Plan shall include:

 Documentation of specific and unique project learning objectives, including how the results
are used to inform ICA development and improvement;

 A detailed description of the revised ICA methodology that conforms to the guidance in
Section 1.3 and Section 1.4 of the ACR, including a process flow chart;

 A description of the load forecasting or load characterization methodology or tool used to
prepare the ICA;

 Schedule/Gantt chart of the ICA development process for each utility, showing 1) any
external (vendor or contract) work required to support it, and 2) additional project details
and milestones including, deliverables, issues to be tested, and tool configurations to be
tested;

 Any additional resources required to implement Demo A not described in the Applications;
 A plan for monitoring and reporting intermediate results and a schedule for reporting out

including a Working Group report out at least two times over the course of Demo A with an
intermediate report and a final report;

 Electronic files available to the CPUC Energy Division and ORA to view and validate inputs,
models, limit criteria, and results; and subject to appropriate confidentiality rules, other
parties may also request copies;

 Any additional information necessary to determine the probability of accurate results and
the need for further qualification testing for the wider use of the ICA methodology and to
provide the ultimate evaluation of ex post accuracy; and

 ORA’s proposed twelve criteria or metrics of success to evaluate IOU ICA tools,
methodologies and results are adopted and should be used as guiding principles for
evaluating ICA.5

SCE’s implementation plan addresses these requirements as described in the following sections.

3.1 Demo A Project Learning Objectives

The primary objective of Demo A is inform future ICA development as well as how ICA should be
incorporated into the Rule 21 interconnection process. Specifically, SCE will explore the following
learning objectives:

5 ACR, at pp. 17 18.
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 Reverse Flow at T&D Interface: Assess DER hosting capacity with and without limiting reverse
power beyond substation busbar.

 Diverse Locations: Evaluate two DPAs covering a broad range of physical and electrical
characteristics encountered in SCE distribution systems.

 Granularity: Assess the level of granularity necessary and meaningful for the ICA.
 Power System Criteria: Refine and develop consistent power system limitation criteria and

study their impacts.
 DER Portfolios and New Technology: Investigate methods for evaluating DER portfolios, CAISO

dispatch, and Smart Inverters.
 Consistent Maps and Outputs: Ensure consistent and readable maps to the public with similar

data and visual aspects.
 Computational Efficiency: Evaluate methods for faster and more accurate update process that

works for SCE’s entire service territory.
 Comparative Analysis: Develop benchmark for consistency and validation across techniques

and Utilities.
 Locational Load Shapes: Utilize Smart Meters for localized load shapes.
 Future Roadmap: Determine roadmap and timelines for future ICA development and

improvement based on demonstration learnings.

3.2 Revised ICAMethodology

Consistent with ALJ Mason’s June 10, 2016 email ruling, SCE will perform and test both the
streamlined hosting capacity analysis method (streamlined method) identified as the Baseline ICA
Methodology in the ACR and the iterative power flow based hosting capacity analysis method
(iterative method). Both methods will be conducted based on the following four steps. A
comparative assessment of the two methods will be performed to identify a best single ICA method
or a combination of both methods, which is described in section 3.8.

3.2.1 ICA PROCESS

SCE’s ICA methodology contains the four general steps as described below. Figure 2 captures a
simplified version of SCE’s ICA process.
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Figure 2 ICA Methodology Process Diagram

1) Determine granularity and gather data

SCE’s hosting capacity analysis will be performed within the selected DPAs down to all the
nodes of each primary line section including three phase and single phase sections of
individual distribution feeders. Compared to studying just a set of specific nodes, this level
of increased granularity may require a higher level of computing resources. SCE believes,
however, this level of granularity is appropriate to meet the objective of facilitating the
interconnection process.

Geographic Information System (GIS) data and load/generation profiles are extracted and
provided to the analysis. GIS data is used to build distribution system models. Load and
generation profiles define various scenarios the grid may experience and are derived from
SCE’s load forecasting analysis tool.

2) Create Distribution Circuit Models

Distribution circuit models represent the distribution system’s electrical connectivity, and
voltage and protective device settings. These models ensure system behaviors under
different DER scenarios can be simulated via power flow analyses. SCE develops
distribution circuit and substation models in CYMDIST and validates the parameters to
ensure the models reflect actual field conditions.

Demo A will utilize the latest circuit configuration based on the GIS asset information. SCE is
seeking to implement the capability to automate the update of circuit configuration
whenever there is a change to the GIS map. This will ensure that future ICA studies will be
based on most up to date circuit configurations.

Determine Granularity
and Gather Data
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3) Perform ICA Calculations

SCE applies four categories of power system limitation criteria to the ICA. Table 2
summarizes the set of power system criteria that are incorporated in the Demo A. As SCE
will work with the ICA Working Group to develop limit criteria that are consistent across the
Utilities and comply with SCE’s system design, this list may change depending on the
Working Group’s requests and recommendations.

Table 2 Power System Criteria and Sub criteria
Limitation Categories Power System Criteria Description
Thermal Criteria  Substation Transformer

 Circuit Breaker
 Primary Conductor
 Main Line Devices
 Tap Line Device

Power Quality /
Voltage Criteria

 Transient Voltage
 Steady State Voltage

Protection Criteria  Line Equipment Interrupter Capability
 Protective Relay Reduction of Reach

Safety / Reliability
Criteria

 Operational Flexibility

SCE will perform both the iterative method and the streamlined method to test the system
performance against the limitation criteria described above to identify the ICA as described
below:

 Iterative Method: Detailed time series power flow and short circuit duty studies are run in
Cyme CYMDIST to identify the maximum DER hosting capacity that does not violate any
power system limitation criteria. This analysis is performed iteratively at all circuit nodes,
and will be run under multiple scenarios (e.g., time, DER portfolios) using Cyme Python
scripting.

 Streamlined Method: A power flow study is completed on a circuit to establish the baseline
parameters of the system. Results from this power flow study (impedance values, voltage,
current, etc.) are fed into a spreadsheet/database and run through specific equations that
calculate the hosting capacity limitations at each node. The results can then be compared
to the defined DER scenarios.

For both methods, the DER capacity limits are determined based on individual power system
criteria with the final ICA results dependent on the most limiting power system criterion.
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4) Publish ICA results

The ICA results will be made publicly available using the Renewable Auction Mechanism (RAM)
ProgramMap within SCE’s Distributed Energy Resource Interconnection Map (DERiM)6. Figure
3 shows an example of the DERiM display.

Figure 3 DERiM Display Example

DERiM is an interactive smart map developed based on ESRI’s ArcGIS online platform that aims
to connect developers with the SCE system data needed to enable strategic DER siting. Users
can click on a feeder segment displayed on the map or use the advanced search functionality
to obtain the ICA results. These results include detailed information on the DER type,
frequency, timing (diurnal and seasonal) and duration of the thermal, voltage, or system
protection constraints that limit hosting capacity on each feeder segment. Additional
information such as feeder loading and voltage, customer type breakdown, and existing DER
capacity will also published when allowed by data sharing limitations. ICA results may also be
downloaded in machine readable format.

3.2.2 ICA MODIFICATIONS

The ACR directs SCE modify its ICA methodology with nine technical requirements mapping to
the Final Guidance. SCE’s plan to meet these requirements is described in the following
sections. The modifications requested in the Appendix A of the ACR will be applied to both the
streamlined and the iterative methods.

6 Users can access DERiM and its associated User Guide at the following location:
http://on.sce.com/gridinterconnections. 
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1) Quantify the Capability of the Distribution System to Host DER

 

SCE develops distribution circuit and substation power flow models in CYMDSIT with
careful validation using available information from different data sources. The power
flow model includes cable and conductor, line devices such as capacitor bank, switches,
automatic reclosers, and voltage regulators, loads, generators, and substation devices
including transformers and breakers. The parameters of capacitor banks include but not
limited to size, voltage, and control settings are validated so that their effect on the
power flow will be properly reflected in the analysis.

 

During the power flow analysis for a given feeder, all of the neighboring feeders that are
supplied by the same substation transformer, that is those electrically connected within
a substation, are included in the simulation. These neighboring circuits are simulated at
their projected loading with existing DERs connected, which helps to ensure that the ICA
results for the individual feeders reflect the maximum possible integration capacity
values.

When all the electronically connected feeders within the substation are interconnecting
a high level of DERs, there may be upstream impacts on the substation or even sub
transmissions system. If the power flow analysis shows no violation of any applicable
power system criteria, then it is likely that the substation can accommodate the DERs
without system upgrades. If any of the criteria is violated, the study then will iteratively
adjust the DER size by an equal percentage until the maximum DER capacity limit that
the substation can host without system upgrade is identified. If the aggregated DER is
approaching the substation level DER capacity limit, some circuits may not be able to
host DERs at the full amount of their identified ICA values, otherwise issues may arise on
the substation and require upgrade.

 

DERs such as energy efficiency and some types of demand response can lead to a
reduction in the forecasted loads and are applied to the load profile, according to the
corresponding DER growth scenario. The modified load profiles will be applied in both
the streamlined and the iterative methods.

 

SCE is and will continue to work closely with the ICA Working Group and other Utilities
to ensure a consistent ICA method for comparable results. If any unique assumptions
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are needed due to SCE system specific conditions, these assumptions will be
communicated.

2) Common Methodology across All Utilities

 

Per ALJ Mason’s June 10, 2016 email ruling, SCE will perform both the streamlined
method (the “baseline” methodology) and the iterative method. The streamlined
method adopts the modified baseline methodology described in the ACR. SCE will work
with the Working Group to finalize the details of the ICA methodology including but not
limited to protection limitation criteria and DER portfolios.

SCE will perform a comparative assessment for all circuits within the two selected DPAs
to evaluate the accuracy, consistency, computing resource requirements between the
two methods. To ensure consistency and help determine the most appropriate of the
ICA methodologies across Utilities, SCE will perform the ICA on common reference
feeders that can be compared with other Utilities’ results on the same feeders.

3) Different Types of DER

 

SCE will utilize historical data and industry research to develop typical operational
profiles for different DER types including but not limited to:

 Uniform Generation
 Photovoltaic (PV)
 PV with Tracker
 PV with Storage
 Uniform load
 Electric Vehicle (EV) – Residential EV rate
 EV – Workplace
 EV – Residential TOU rate
 Storage – Peak Shaving

Demo A will conduct the streamlined and iterative methods to evaluate the system
capacity to host these different DER types based on their corresponding typical
operational profiles.

 

Based on the typical operational profiles of different DER types, SCE will develop
representative DER portfolios including but not limited to:

 Solar
 Solar and stationary storage
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 Solar, stationary storage, and load control
 Solar, stationary storage, load control, and EV

SCE will also work with the ICA Working Group to develop methods for evaluation of
hosting capacity for the following resource types:

 DER portfolios responding to CAISO dispatch
 Facilities using smart inverters

Demo A will conduct both the streamlined and the iterative methods to quantify the
system capacity to host different portfolios of DER types.

 

SCE will examine the circuit and load characteristics of the selected DPAs as well as the
historical and outlook of DER penetration in these areas to identify the most likely DER
portfolios for each DPA (e.g., a mix of storage, PV, and demand response). This most
likely DER mixture will be used as the baseline portfolio to calculate the ICA.

 

SCE will work with the ICA Working Group to identify additional DER portfolio
combinations that represent the likely patterns of DER adoption and develop methods
for evaluation of their hosting capacity in the system.

4) Granularity of ICA in Distribution System

 

SCE will evaluate the hosting capacity for different DER types and portfolios at all the
nodes of each primary line section of individual distribution feeders within the selected
DPAs using both the streamlined and iterative methods.

5) Limitation Categories

 

The current set of power system criteria incorporated in Demo A is summarized in Table
2. SCE will continue to work with the ICA Working Group and will incorporate any
changes or updates to the criteria as appropriate.

 

Currently, different Utilities developed their own protection limitation criteria based on
their own distribution protection design. SCE will work with the ICA Working Group and
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other Utilities to develop a common approach that can represent the protection limits in
the ICA and also comply with SCE’s own protection design.

 

SCE has developed an initial set of ICA limit criteria and threshold values based on its
system design, and will continue to work with the ICA Working Group to finalize the
limit criteria to ensure the consistency across Utilities. After the final set of ICA limit
criteria are developed and the threshold values for individual limit criteria are
determined, SCE will provide detailed descriptions of these limit criteria and threshold
values as well as the applications of these limit criteria in the Demonstration Project A in
the intermediate status report, due third quarter 2016.

 

SCE will develop its ICA limit criteria and threshold values based on sufficient
engineering justifications and compliance with the SCE’s system design as well as
industry, state, and federal standards. These references for the limitation criteria and
threshold values will be included in the final report, due fourth quarter 2016.

 

To the extent permitted by applicable confidentiality restrictions, SCE will make the
feeder loading and voltage, customer type breakdown, and existing DER capacity
publicly available, along with the ICA results, on the DERiM interactive map and in a
downloadable format.

 

SCE will identify the feeders where sharing information such as feeder loading and
voltage, customer type breakdown, and existing DER capacity violates any applicable
data sharing limitations. For these feeders, only the appropriate information will be
shared.

 

SCE plans to present the detailed ICA results on DERiM where users can click on a feeder
displayed on the map or use search functionality to obtain the hosting capacities by
each of the thermal, voltage, protection, and safety limitation as well as the final ICA
values. In addition, SCE will present the ICA values by hour, which provides more
information for customers to understand the frequency, timing, duration, and severity
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of the potential issues. This information can aid in designing DER portfolios to address
the constraints.

6) Publish the Results via Online Maps

 

The ICA results and applicable data will be made publicly available using SCE DERiM and
in a downloadable format.

SCE will work with the ICA Working Group to determine the format for the ICA maps and
downloadable information (e.g., data attributes, color coding, mapping tools, etc.) so
the stakeholders across the utilities’ service territories can access consistent and useful
information.

To the extent permitted by applicable confidentiality restrictions, relevant load and
voltage profiles, reactive power requirements, or specific information related to
potential system protection concerns will also be provided.

SCE will work with the ICA Working Group and other Utilities regarding new data types
identified in the ICA Working Group for inclusion. Information presented in the maps
and associated materials will be clearly explained using legends and notes. Any
limitations or caveats will be provided.

 

SCE will display the detailed ICA results on DERiM, where the existing RAM map
information is displayed as the default information, but at different layers. The ICA
results will be displayed based on the users’ selection. Different levels of ICA results
detail may be displayed depending on the granularity of the user request.

7) Time Series or Dynamic Models

 

SCE will perform time series analysis (streamlined method) and automated power flow
analyses (iterative method). Both analysis methods will be performed on an hourly base
for the 24 hour period during a typical low load and a typical high load day for each
month, a total of 576 hourly analyses.

Given that the Utilities are using different power flow analysis tools, SCE will consult
with the ICA Working Group to ensure the power flow analysis tools use an equivalent
approach for time series analysis so that the time series analysis is consistent among the
three Utilities.
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8) Avoid Heuristic Approaches, Where Applicable

 

Whenever applicable, SCE will base each step of its ICA methodology on actual data,
proven methods, best practice, and standards. For example, the system models are
validated using the best available data; the ICA limitation criteria are developed in
compliance with the industry, state, and federal standards; and the ICA results will be
compared against actual interconnection study results. If any heuristic approach is
deemed necessary, SCE will disclose them in the project report.

3.3 Load Forecasting Methodology and ICA Tools

3.3.1 LOAD FORECASTINGMETHODOLOGY

1) General forecasting methodology
SCE’s hourly load forecasting methodology is an expansion of current practices of determining the
peak forecasts for distributed solar photovoltaics (DG PV), electric vehicles (EV), customer growth,
and heat storm sensitivity created by SCE’s distribution planners. Figure 4 illustrates SCE’s hourly
load forecasting methodology.

Figure 4 SCE hourly Load Forecasting Methodology DPA Selections

Step One:

The last historical year of hourly SCADA data for the circuit or substation is acquired and is
corrected for abnormal events (e.g., load rolls and bad data reads). Due to changing customer mix
over time, the last historical year of SCADA data is used to reflect the current customer mix.

In addition, existing and forecasted information needs to be obtained for future steps in this load
forecasting process. This information includes DER, historical growth, and future customer growth.
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Step Two:

After the shape has been corrected, the existing amount of DER’s used in the forecasts are removed
from the historical shape to create the base shape.

Step Three:

Once a base shape is determined, the next step creates forecasted shapes for all the DER’s and load
growth. This step uses normalized shapes and the magnitude of existing DER’s/load plus the
forecasted magnitudes. Sometimes there are different shapes for different years of DER
penetration to account for changing technology.

Step Four:

Once all four growth curves discussed above are created they are combined by adding the
forecasted load and DER’s together to create the final forecasted shape. This final shape is then
normalized and scaled to the criteria projected load (CPL) which represents a circuits or substations
peak during a 1 in 10 heat storm. Sometimes a circuit constraint can be solved at low cost with a
permanent load roll. If a permanent load roll is forecasted before the final study year an extra step
is added to the process described above. This is done to reset the base load shape since the load
being transferred is a blend of both existing and forecasted. The forecast is created first for the
year where the load roll occurs, but the shape is not scaled to the CPL since the CPL is an adder for
a heat storm. Instead the amount being transferred to or from the circuit is removed or added to
the shape. This new shape now becomes the new historical load shape. The whole processes
described above is then done again to create the final shape but starts with this new historical load
shape in the year the load roll occurred.

2) Load and DER forecasts applicable to Demo A
Demo A will be conducted generally under a two year growth scenario as required in the Final
Guidance. SCE will include the investments planned to occur in the next two years. These planned
investments may create additional hosting capacity on a distribution circuit, however, were not
specifically developed for the purpose of increasing hosting capacity. Specially, SCE will use the
following:

 Growth Scenario I as proposed in the DRP Applications

SCE incorporates the Integrated Energy Policy Report (IEPR) “Trajectory” case’s assumptions into
its Growth Scenario I. The Trajectory case is intended to reflect a modest base scenario for
California’s resource and infrastructure planning to anticipate future energy infrastructure
needs. Growth Scenario I is intended to provide a base case against which other scenarios can
be compared. However, the IEPR Trajectory case does not include a forecast for storage and
demand response. For storage, SCE utilizes the procurement targets established by the
Commission in its LTPP decision D.13 10 040, which is the most recent Commission decision
addressing storage procurement. For demand response, SCE utilizes the demand response
assumption used in the LTPP’s version of the Trajectory case.

 Growth Scenario III as proposed in the DRP Applications
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Growth Scenario III represents a very high potential growth in the use of DERs to meet
transmission system needs, resource adequacy, distribution reliability, resiliency, and long term
greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions, with key inputs drawn from achieving goals7. To capture an
aspirational goal regarding DER adoption and integration, SCE develops a new forecast for solar
PV, developed AAEE, Demand Response, CHP, EV, and storage assumptions that it believes will
assist in achieving various goals provided in the Final Guidance.

3.3.2 TOOLS SUPPORTING ICA

SCE uses various tools to support the ICA assessment in Demo A:

1.) CYMDIST 7.2: Power flow analysis tool used to model and update distribution systems including
but not limited to conductors/cables, line devices, loads and generation components and to
perform iterative load flow analyses in order to identify the DER hosting capacity.

2.) SCE’s Load Forecasting Tool: the load forecasting analysis tool used to develop forecasted peak
demand and load profiles at feeder, substation and system levels.8

3.) Python 3.4: the dynamic object oriented programming tool used to automate both the
streamlined method and the iterative method as well as perform data analysis.

4.) SAS Enterprise 9.4: the advanced analytics and data management tool used to retrieve AMI
data, perform statistical analysis, and conduct data validation.

5.) Oracle 11g: the informational management tool used for ICA results repository and post
simulation analysis

6.) ESRI ArcDesktop: the maps and geographic information tool used for the ICA results
visualization in DERiM.

7.) Microsoft Office Suites: the data process tools such as Excel and Access used for ICA
streamlined method and relevant data processing.

3.4 Schedule

The Gantt chart in Figure 5 shows an overview of the SCE Demo A schedule. Table 3 provides the
specific Demo A timeline dates, which may change depending on ICA Working Group coordination,
requests, and recommendations. Finally,

Table 4 further describes the plan for ICA Working Group’s monthly meeting in 2016. It does not
include other Working Group activities, such as discussions on long term refinements to ICA
methodology.

7 Final Guidance, p.5.
8 SCE has tested the LoadSEER software package from Integral Analytics and determined that the program’s
current functionality does not adequately meet the forecasting needs of the SCE distribution planning process. 
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Figure 5 Schedule for SCE ICA Development

Table 3 Demo A Project Timeline
Task Date Due

Initiate ICA Working Group May 12, 2016
File Revised Demo A Plan June 16, 2016
Meet Monthly to Monitor and Support Demo A Q2 Q4, 2016
Execute Tasks on Selected Areas Q3, 2016
Status Report to Working Group on Demo A October 1, 2016
Finalize Results and Comparative Assessment Q4, 2016
Final Report on Demo A Q4, 2016

Table 4 ICA Working Group Activities
Month Activity

June Review consensus recommendations on Demo A project; Discuss
implementation plan including DPA selection and comparative assessment.

July Recommend the format for ICA Maps to be consistent and readable to all
CA stakeholders.

August Identify additional DER portfolio combinations and recommend methods
for evaluation of hosting capacity for 1) DER bundles or portfolios,
responding to CAISO dispatch; and 2) Facilities using smart inverters.

September Discuss the uses of ICA analysis such as the streamlined Rule 21.
October Review Demo A project progress and results; Discuss the data needs and

requirements
November Discuss the comparative analysis and recommend preferred ICA method.
December Discuss lessons learned from Demo A project and provide

recommendations for future roadmap
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3.5 Additional Resources & Funding

SCE will need additional resources to implement Demo A with the required modifications in the
ACR such as testing both streamlined method and iterative method and performing comparative
assessment, demonstrating ICA methodology in two DPAs, and displaying ICA results in greater
detail. However, at this time, SCE does not believe additional funding authorization is required.

3.6 Monitoring and Reporting Progress

SCE report Demo A progress at the monthly ICA Working Group meetings. As detailed in the
schedule, SCE will submit an intermediate report third quarter 2016 to the ICA Working Group for
the project progress; and a final project report fourth quarter 2016 to the CPUC Energy Division,
who may provide further guidance on the content and format of the report. SCE will also submit
the first intermediate status report on long term ICA refinement by fourth quarter 2016 and the
final report on long term ICA refinement by second quarter 2017.

3.7 Availability of Project Files

The detailed ICA results will be made publicly available using SCE’s DERiM as well as in a
downloadable format. In addition, SCE will make electronic files used for Demo A available to the
CPUC Energy Division and ORA to view and validate inputs, models, limit criteria, and results.
Subject to appropriate confidentiality rules, other parties may also request copies of these files.

3.8 Comparative Assessment

SCE understands that it important to ensure consistency of the ICA methodologies across Utilities
and to compare the output of the two methodologies to determine the ICA approach going
forward.

SCE will test both the streamlined and the iterative methods in Demo A to help inform adoption of
a single ICA method or combination of comparable methods to enable the following:

 ICA results to inform Rule 21 to modify fast track interconnections while also providing input
to developers and customers where DER and combinations of DER can be deployed with
little or no upgrade cost

 Scenario analysis across the distribution grid to inform planning for increased hosting
capacity

 Methodology is flexible enough to model different DER types and DER portfolios
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A detailed comparative assessment of the two methods will be performed using all the circuits
within the selected DPAs. Both ICA methods are compared in the following aspects:

 Accuracy
 Consistency
 Computing needs and costs
 Computing time
 The ability to model various scenarios system wide, including different DER types DER

portfolios

SCE will utilize existing resources such as EPRI’s metrics with regard to hosting capacity as a starting
point for comparative assessment.

All ICA results from both methods will be compared on a node by node basis, and the comparisons
will be conducted by limitation category, by DER scenario, by location, by frequency and by
duration. Essential statistics will be extracted from the full scale comparison to provide an
indication of the consistency of the results from both methods.

The computing resources needed for both methods in Demo A will be recorded and used to
estimate required computing resources for a system wide ICA. This information can provide
information to help evaluate methods that may improve the computational efficiency of the ICA
tools and process to calculate and update ICA values across all circuits more frequently and
accurately.

With the knowledge obtained during the comparative assessment, both internally and externally,
SCE will investigate the root causes of the differences observed in two methods to identify possible
improvements to the results of each method, aiming to identify a best method for an efficient and
effective system wide integration capacity analysis. Some specific aspects SCE will examine include:

 The capability of two methods capturing the impact of voltage regulation devices
 The capability of two methods capturing the impact of capacitor banks
 The impact of voltage determination mechanism in two methods
 The capability of two methods capturing the impact of phase imbalance (voltage and

current)
 The capability of two methods capturing the impact of line capacitance and charging current
 The adequacy for serving as fast track screening for Rule 21.

In addition, SCE will work with other IOUs to apply both methods on six reference circuits (two
circuits from each IOU’s demo A study with anonymization). These six circuits will be used to
compare the results from the ICA methods adopted by three Utilities to insure a consistent
application.
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3.9 Success Metrics for ICA Evaluation

ORA proposed twelve success criteria or metrics in the November 10, 2015 ICA workshop to
evaluate ICA tools, methodologies, and results.

Table 5 lists these metrics and summarizes how SCE will apply these in Demo A.

Table 5 SCE Application of ICA Success Metrics
ORA proposed success criteria/metric SCE application
Accurate and meaningful results
 Meaningful scenarios
 Reasonable technology assumptions
 Accurate inputs (i.e. load and DER

profiles)
 Reasonable tests (i.e. voltage flicker)
 Reasonable test criteria (i.e. 3%

flicker allowed)
 Tests and analysis performed

consistently using proven tools, or
vetted methodology

 Meaningful result metrics provided
in useful formats

SCE’s ICA methodology will be developed based on
reasonable and sound technical assumptions; heuristic
approaches will be avoided wherever applicable. The
limitation criteria evaluated will align with industry,
state and federal standards as well as SCE’s system
design while ensuring consistency among Utilities.
Inputs to the ICA methodologies such as load and DER
profiles and circuit models will be validated. Demo A
project will evaluate two power flow scenarios,
representative load and DER growth scenarios to
provide perspectives of the possible variation of ICA
results in different conditions. The ICA results will be
provided in sufficient details and in consistent formats
so that stakeholders can easily utilize the information.

Transparent methodology SCE’s Demo A report will describe its ICA methodology
in sufficient details with necessary support such as the
conformed industry, state, and federal standards. In
addition, SCE will work with ICA Working Group to
provide necessary transparency.

Uniform process that is consistently
applied

SCE’s ICA methodology will be conducted using
automated batch process so that a uniform process is
applied to different areas and circuits.

Complete coverage of service territory SCE will perform detailed ICA study in two selected
DPAs in Demo A, and will expand the ICA study to the
entire service territory though an enhanced and
refined ICA methodology.

Useful formats for results SCE will publish the ICA results in sufficient details
using DERiM and in a downloadable format. SCE will
also work with ICA Working Group to ensure a
consistent and readable format for the maps and
associated materials across all utilities so that all
California stakeholders can obtain similar data and
visual aspects.

Consistent with industry, state, and
federal standards

SCE will develop the power system criteria based on
industry, state and federal standards and clearly
indicate these standards.
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Accommodates portfolios of DER on one
feeder

SCE will analyze typical portfolios included in the ACR
and additional portfolios identified by the ICA Working
Group.

Reasonable resolution (a) spatial, (b)
temporal

SCE will conduct ICA study down to all the nodes of
each primary line sections of individual distribution
feeders and perform hourly analysis for a 24 hour
period during a typical low load day and a typical high
load day for each month.

Easy to update based on improved and
approved changes in methodology

SCE will conduct ICA study down to all the nodes of
each primary line sections of individual distribution
feeders and perform hourly analysis for a 24 hour
period during a typical low load day and a typical high
load day for each month.

Easy to update based on changes in
inputs (loads, DER portfolio, DER
penetration, circuit changes,
assumptions, etc.)

SCE will develop the scripting in a standardized and
modular style so that any approved changes in
methodology can be incorporated without an
extensive tool update.

Consistent methodologies across large
Utilities

SCE’s ICA methodologies will be aligned with the
baseline methodology; in addition, SCE will work with
other Utilities to conduct a comparative assessment of
each ICA methodology on a common set of reference
circuits to ensure the methodology consistency.

Methodology accommodates variations
in local distribution system, such that
case by case or distribution planning
area (DPA) specific modifications are not
needed

SCE’s ICA methods will be designed and implemented
in a batch process fashion based on standard input
formats, the methodology can accommodate
variations in local distribution systems and can be
applied across the system without method
customization or adjustment.
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Appendix: Demonstration A
Requirement Checklist

Requirement ACR Description ACR Implementation
Plan

Load forecasting and
DER growth
scenarios

IOUs shall use a transparent method for both load
forecasting and DER growth in their ICA
calculation methodology. DER growth scenarios
will be approved in a separate Commission action.
For purposes of both load forecasting and DER
growth scenarios, Demonstration Project A shall
be conducted using the following scenarios:
 2 year growth scenario as required in the
Guidance and described above; and

 Growth scenarios I and III as proposed in the
DRP Applications.

 Each scenario shall be conducted in two
different DPAs that are selected to represent
the range of physical and electrical conditions
within the respective IOU distribution systems.

Section
1.1, p5

Section 3.3.1
(2), p 19

Baseline ICA Methodology Steps
Establish
distribution system
level of granularity

Analysis shall be performed down to specific
nodes within each line section of individual
distribution feeders. Nodes shall be selected
based on impedance factor, which is the measure
of opposition that a circuit presents to electric
current on application of voltage. Minimum and
maximum (i.e. best and worst case) ranges of
results shall be evaluated using lowest and
highest impedance.

Section
1.3, p 6

Section 3.2.1
(1), p 9

Model and extract
power system data

A Load Forecasting Analysis Tool (e.g. Load SEER)
shall be used to develop load profiles at feeder,
substation and system levels by aggregating
representative hourly customer load and
generation profiles.8 Load profiles shall be
created for each DPA. The load profiles are
comprised of 576 data points representing
individual hours for the 24 hour period during a
typical low load day and a typical high load day
for each month (2 days * 24 hrs * 12 months =

Section
1.3, p 7

Section 3.2.1 (1)
and (2), p 9
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576 points). A Power Flow Analysis Tool (e.g.
CYMEDist for PG&E and SCE and Synergi Electric
for SDG&E) shall be used to model conductors,
line devices, loads and generation components
that impact distribution circuit power quality and
reliability. The Power Flow Analysis Tool shall be
updated with the latest circuit configurations
based on changes to the GIS asset map per the
current practice of each utility.

Evaluate power
system criterion to
determine DER
capacity

The Load Forecast Tool and Power Flow Analysis
Tool shall be used to evaluate power system
criterion for the nodes and line sections that
determine DER capacity limits on each
distribution feeder. ICA results are dependent on
the most limiting power system criteria. This
could be any one of the factors listed in PG&E’s
Table 2 4 in their DRP Application under “Initial
Analysis” and summarized below: (a). Thermal
Criteria – determined based on amount of
additional load and generation that can be placed
on the distribution feeder, without crossing the
equipment ratings. (b). Power Quality / Voltage
Criteria – voltage fluctuation calculated based on
system voltage, impedances and DER power
factor. Voltage fluctuation of up to 3% is part of
the system design criteria for all three utilities. (c).
Protection Criteria – determined based on
required amount of fault current fed from the
sub transmission system due to DER operation.
This is an area that the Working Group shall
further develop. A potential starting point is the
approach of PG&E as follows: Reduction of reach
concept for generators was used with 10%
evaluation as a flag for issues with the protection
schemes. PG&E assumes that DER inverters
contribute 120% rated current compared to 625%
rated current from synchronous machines for a
short circuit
on the terminals. (d). Safety/Reliability Criteria –
determined based on operational flexibility that
accounts for reverse power flow issues when
DER/DG is generating into abnormal circuit
operating scenarios. Other limitations supporting
the safe and reliable operation of the distribution
system apply.

Section
1.3, p 7 9

Section 3.2.1
(3), p. 10 11

Calculate ICA results
and display on
online map

The ICA calculations shall be performed using a
layered abstraction approach where each criteria
limit is calculated for each layer of the system

Section
1.3, p 9

Section 3.2.1
(4), p 11 12
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independently and the most limiting values are
used to establish the integration capacity limit.
The ICA calculations shall be performed in a
SQL11 server database or other platform as
required for computation efficiency purposes. The
resulting ICA data shall be made publicly available
using the Renewable Auction Mechanism (RAM)
ProgramMap. The ICA maps shall be available
online and shall provide a user with access to the
results of the ICA by clicking on a feeder displayed
on the map. For the purposes of Demonstration
Project A, the current utility map displays shall be
used until further direction on a common
approach is provided by the Commission.

Specific Modifications to Include in Baseline Methodology
Quantify the
Capability of the
Distribution System
to Host DER

(a) Devices that contribute to reactive power on
the circuit (e.g. capacitors, etc.) and their effect
on the power flow analysis shall be included in
the power flow model

Section
1.4, P 9
10 (and
Section
1.1, p 1 2)

Section 3.2.2
(1.a), p 12

(b). Power flow analysis shall be calculated across
multiple feeders, whenever feasible for more
accurate ICA values. All feeders that are
electrically connected within a substation shall be
included in this analysis.

Section
1.4, P 9
10

Section 3.2.2
(1.b), p 12 13

(c). The ICA shall be modified to reflect DERs that
reduce or modify forecast loads.

Section
1.4, P 9
10

Section 3.2.2
(1.c), p 13

(d). Disclose any unique assumptions utilized to
customize the power flow model of each IOU and
all other calculation that could impact the ICA
values.

Section
1.4, P 9
10

Section 3.2.2
(1.d), p 13

Common
Methodology Across
All Utilities

The “baseline” methodology with modifications
described in this ruling will be used as a
provisional common ICA methodology used by all
IOUs in the Demonstration A Projects. At this
time, SCE and SDG&E are required to adopt the
modified baseline methodology described in this
ruling, which is derived from PG&E’s basic
methodology. SCE and SDG&E’s power flow
analysis and load forecast tool methodologies
should be adapted, as required, using PG&Es
methodology as the basis.

Section
1.4, p 10
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section 3.2.2
(2.a), p 13

Different Types of
DERs

(a) The methodology shall evaluate the capacity
of the system to host DERs using a set of ‘typical’
DER operational profiles. PG&E has developed a
set of profiles that provide a starting point. These

Section
1.4, p 11
(and

Section 3.2.2
(3.a), p 13 14 
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profiles are: Uniform Generation, PV, PV with
Tracker, EV – Residential (EV Rate), EV –
Workplace, Uniform load, PV with Storage,
Storage – Peak Shaving, EV – Residential (TOU
rate)

Section
1.1, p 2)

(b). ICA shall quantify hosting capacity for
portfolios of resource types using PG&E’s
approach with representative portfolios of i.
solar, ii. solar and stationary storage, iii. solar,
stationary storage, and load control and iv. solar,
stationary storage, load control, and EVs.

Section
1.4, p 11

Section 3.2.2
(3.b), p 14 

(c). Utilities shall propose a method for evaluating
DER portfolio operational profiles that minimize
computation time while accomplishing the goal of
evaluating the hosting capacity for various DER
portfolios system wide.

Section
1.4, p 11
12

Section 3.2.2
(3.c), p 14 

(d) The ICA Working Group shall identify
additional DER portfolio combinations

Section
1.4, p 12

Section 3.2.2
(3.d), p 14 

Granularity of ICA in
Distribution System

Locational granularity of ICA is defined as line
section or node level on the primary distribution
system, as specified in the PG&E methodology

Section
1.4, p 12
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section 3.2.2
(4.a), p 14 

Thermal Ratings,
Protection Limits,
Power Quality
(including Voltage),
and Safety
Standards

(a) Include all the different types of defined
power system criteria and subcriteria in the
analysis. i. In Table 2 4 in its DRP application,
PG&E has indicated a set of power system criteria
to be used in a “Potential Future Analysis.” All
items on this list should be incorporated to the
extent feasible initially, with the objective of
complete inclusion as the capabilities become
available.

Section
1.4, p 12
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section 3.2.2
(5.a), p 15 

(b) Protection Limits used in ICA – The IOUs shall
agree upon on a common approach to
representing protection limits in the ICA.

Section
1.4, p 12

Section 3.2.2
(5.b), p 15 

(c) Utilities shall provide documentation to
describe the ICA limit criteria and threshold
values and how they are applied in the
Demonstration A Projects, in an intermediate
status report, due Q3 2016.

Section
1.4, p 13

Section 3.2.2
(5.c), p 15 

(d). Utilities shall provide documentation to
identify and explain the industry, state, and
federal standards embedded within the ICA
limitation criteria and threshold values, and
include this in Final Report due early Q4 2016.

Section
1.4, p 13

Section 3.2.2
(5.d), p 15 
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(e). Included with ICA results for each feeder
provide i. Feeder level loading and voltage data,
ii. Customer type breakdown, iii. Existing DER
capacity (to the extent not already available).

Section
1.4, p 13

Section 3.2.2
(5.e), p 15 

(f). Identify feeders where sharing the
information in paragraph “e” violates any
applicable data sharing limitations.

Section
1.4, p 13

Section 3.2.2
(5.f), p 16 

(g). ICA results should include detailed
information on the type, frequency, timing
(diurnal and seasonal) and duration of the
thermal, voltage, or system protection constraints
that limit hosting capacity on each feeder
segment. The information shall be in a
downloadable format and with sufficient detail to
allow customers and DER providers to design
portfolios of DER to overcome the constraints.
This information may include relevant load and
voltage profiles, reactive power requirements, or
specific information related to potential system
protection concerns.

Section
1.4, p 13
14

Section 3.2.2
(5.g), p 16 

Publish the Results
via Online Maps

(a) All information made available in this phase of
ICA development shall be made available via the
existing ICA maps in a downloadable format. The
feeder map data shall also be available in a
standard shapefile format, such as ESRI ArcMap
Geographic Information System (GIS) data files.21
The maps and associated materials and download
formats shall be consistent across all utilities and
should be clearly explained through the inclusion
of “keys” to the maps and associated materials.
Explanations and the meanings of the information
displayed shall be provided, including any
relevant notes explaining limitations or caveats.
Any new data types developed in the ICA Working
Group shall be published in a form to be
determined in the data access portion of the
proceeding.

Section
1.4, p 14
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section 3.2.2
(6.a), p 16 

(b) Existing RAM map information and ICA results
shall be displayed on the same map. RAM
information shall be the default information
displayed on that map with ICA data available if
the user specifies it.

Section
1.4, p 14

Section 3.2.2
(6.b), p 16 17 
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Time Series or
Dynamic Models

ICA shall utilize a dynamic or time series analysis
method as specified in the Guidance. This analysis
shall be consistent among the three IOUs. The
IOUs currently use different power flow analysis
tools that may implement a time series analysis
differently. The methodology used by the three
IOUs should therefore be based on capabilities
that are common among the tools that support a
consistent result. IOUs shall consult with the ICA
Working Group to ensure that the power flow
analysis tools use an equivalent approach to
dynamic or time series analysis.

Section
1.4, p 14
15 (and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section 3.2.2
(7.a), p 17 

Avoid Heuristic
approaches, where
possible

There are no new modifications based on this
Guidance requirement

Section
1.4, p 15
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section 3.2.2
(8.a), p 17 

General Requirements
Power Flow
Scenarios

The Guidance Ruling required the IOUs to model
two scenarios in their Demonstration A projects:
(a) The DER capacity does not cause power to
flow beyond the substation busbar. (b) The DERs
technical maximum capacity is considered
irrespective of power flow toward the
transmission system.

Section 2,
p 15 (and
Section
1.1, p 4)

Section 2.1, p 5

Project Schedule Demonstration A project schedules proposed in
IOU Applications are modified and shall
commence immediately with the issuance of this
Ruling.

Section 2,
p 16

Section 3.4, p
20 21

Project Locations Demonstration A project locations proposed in
the Applications are modified and shall include
two DPAs that cover as broad a range as possible
of electrical characteristics encountered in the
respective IOU systems (e.g., one rural DPA and
one urban DPA). The IOUs shall clarify if their
originally proposed Demonstration A project
locations satisfies one of the two required DPAs
and what their other proposed DPA(s) are. The
IOUs shall also justify in their detailed plans the
basis for choosing each DPA for the
Demonstration Projects.

Section 2,
p 16 (and
Section
1.1, p 3)

Section 2.2, p 5
6
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Project Detailed
Implementation
Plan

The IOUs shall submit detailed implementation
plans for project execution, including metrics,
schedule and reporting interval. To the extent
practicable, the IOUs shall consult with the ICA
Working Group on the development of the plan.
The plan shall be submitted to the CPUC within as
a status update within 45 days of this ruling and
served to the R.14 08 013 service list. The ICA
Demo A Plan shall include (a) Documentation of
specific and unique project learning objectives for
each of the Demonstration A projects, including
how the results of the projects are used to inform
ICA development and improvement; (b). A
detailed description of the revised ICA
methodology that conforms to the guidance in
Section 1.3 and Section 1.4 above, including a
process flow chart. (c). A description of the load
forecasting or load characterization methodology
or tool used to prepare the ICA; (d).
Schedule/Gantt chart of the ICA development
process for each utility, showing: i. Any external
(vendor or contract) work required to support it.
ii. Additional project details and milestones
including, deliverables, issues to be tested, and
tool configurations to be tested; (e). Any
additional resources required to implement
Project A not described in the Applications; (f). A
plan for monitoring and reporting intermediate
results and a schedule for reporting out. At a
minimum, the Working Group shall report out at
least two times over the course of the
Demonstration A project: 1) an intermediate
report; and 2) the final report. (g). Electronic files
shall be made available to the CPUC Energy
Division and ORA to view and validate inputs,
models, limit criteria, and results. Subject to
appropriate confidentiality rules, other parties
may also request copies of these files; (h). Any
additional information necessary to determine
the probability of accurate results and the need
for further qualification testing for the wider use
of the ICA methodology and to provide the
ultimate evaluation of ex post accuracy. (i). ORA’s
proposed twelve (12) criteria or metrics of
success to evaluate IOU ICA tools, methodologies
and results are adopted and should be used as
guiding principles for evaluating ICA.

Section 2,
p16 18

Section 3, p 7 24
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